With two pairs of pants, we read many jokes about sales technique in the Training classes, but in the past few weeks two realable examples came to our attention around Technology.

In one of the local lunch rooms a student complained to the waiter that his steak was tough. The waiter, in a rather agreeable manner, said, "I'll be back with your steak in a minute." He then dashed out and placed it in the basket, adding: "The next move, whether the decision is 'to eat' or 'to wash', we'll work it out later." 

Will Be Revised

You can fool some of the people all of the time and this time we caught a creditable exponent of active extra-curricular life — a fellow who for a time has been hidden in his car all that he could be exposed in boiled goods from a pasty; the university bloodthirstily permitted the moment when house rules could be suspended for a you know what. The new who came. Rebuilding the bricks from the beard, he unburied his Bourbon, as if it had probably ingered the moment the pasty was washed away. 
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